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THE 13-17TH CENTURY VILLAGE CEMETER-
IES OF SOUTH ESTONIA IN FOLK-TRADITION
AND BELIEFS

Heiki Valk. Tartu, Estonia

In spite of Christianisation of the country and the establishment of the Church
organisation in the beginning of the 13th century, the deceased were buried
simultaneously at churchyards and local village cemeteries in Estonia up to the
late 17th and early 18th centuries.1 The local grave-fields are usually situated
on small sand or gravel hills, not far from medieval and also contemporary
villages. The distance between them and the cultural layers of medieval settle-
ment places is mostly between some 100/200 and 600/700 metres. Though
some of the village cemeteries have grown out of Late Iron Age ones, most of
them have still been founded in the Christian period – in the 13th century or
later. The village cemeteries are very numerous in Estonia, particularly in the
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southern districts of the country. According to oral folk-tradition and archaeo-
logical data 785 village cemeteries are known in South Estonia2 – an area situ-
ated south of the rivers Navesti and Emajõgi and comprising 25 parishes.3

According to archaeological data the burial customs of the village grave-
fields correspond in the main features to the Christian traditions: there are no
bigger grave-goods, as a rule, and the deceased are mostly directed with the
head towards the direction of sunset.4 Still, the presence of heathen features –
small grave-goods and in South-East Estonia (Võrumaa district) also non-Chris-
tian grave-orientation can be observed. In rare cases even cremation burials
occur until the 16th century.5

Folk tradition about village cemeteries comes from the end of the 19th and
from the 20th century. By that time the local graveyards had been deserted for
more than 200 years already. The second half of the 19th century was the time
of a rapid collapse of the traditional way of thinking in the Estonian villages.
Because of that the folklore data do reflect only the remains of former beliefs
and tales. However, oral tradition can still provide a survey about the character
of the beliefs connected with the village burial grounds. Probably beliefs of
similar kind were also known in the medieval and the post-medieval period.

Firstly – how does the oral tradition date the village cemeteries? In 199
cases (25,4 %) the village burial grounds are known as war burials; in 71 cases
the ‘Swedish War’ is mentioned. The word Swedish occurs also in several other
relations, in 116 cases altogether (14,8 %). The tradition talks about Swedish
War graves, burial grounds of the ‘Swedish Age’, the Swedes or the Swedish
soldiers, etc.6 In 63 cases (8,0 %) village cemeteries are considered to be buri-
als of plague victims, in 4 cases famine ones. These datings correspond to the
data of the written and archaeological sources about the latest use of the cem-
eteries. The events of the Nordic or Swedish War, which marked also the end
of the Swedish rule, took place in Estonia in 1700-1710. The famine that the
tradition refers to is apparently the Great Famine of 1695-1697,7 the plague
was that of 1710-1711. During these years the population of Estonia decreased
from about 350,000-400,000 to about 130,000-150,000 persons.8 Probably most
of the victims of these times were buried in the village cemeteries. Sometimes
quite detailed information of this tragic period is preserved in the people’s
memories. In some cases even the names of the persons connected with the last
burials are remembered. On the basis of oral tradition, the latest burials on the
village cemeteries belong to the late 18th or early 19th centuries. Usually they
are children or persons standing outside the normal village society - beggars,
soldiers, gypsies, wandering workers. In one case also witches are mentioned.

According to oral tradition, the village cemeteries have sometimes been
associated with cult places and activities. Toponyms show that many of them –
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particularly in the Tartumaa district – were connected with Catholic chapels.
The places are often known under the name of Kabelimägi (‘Chapel Hill’) or
Kabeliase (‘Chapel Site’), sometimes also as cemeteries of small wooden
churches. The respective tradition is met in 224 cases (28,5 %) for the whole
area, including 110 cases (44,7 %) for South-Tartumaa. The coexistence of
medieval village grave-fields and chapels is reflected in the shift of meaning of
the word kabel (‘chapel’). Even nowadays in the Tartu dialect the word means
both a chapel and a burial ground. The meaning-shift has sometimes caused
quite strange place-names. For example, the burial place of the dead manor
oxen is called Härjakabel (‘Oxen Chapel’)9, a grave of a dead horse – Märakabel
(Mare’s Chapel)10.

The names of the chapels connected with the village cemeteries are some-
times also known in the folk tradition. The name of Tõnis/Tiinus/Tennüs
(St. Anthony) occurs in 9 cases, Anne/Anna in 6 cases, Kadri (St. Katherine),
Jüri (St. George) and Jaan (St. John), in 5 cases, the Cross in 3 cases, the Holy
Remains and Toomas (St. Thomas) in 2 cases, Mihkel (St. Michael), Märten
(St. Martin), Maarja (St. Mary), Niklus (St. Nicholas), Siim (St. Simon), Olev
(St. Olaf), Markus (St. Mark), Andres (St. Andrew), Laurits (St. Lorenz), the
Holy Ghost and the Lord in one case each11. Half-pagan nature of peasant cultic
activities and offerings at the chapels made the Church uneasy about the situa-
tion already in 1428.12 In the 17th-18th centuries the Lutheran Church repeat-
edly demanded the destruction of the old Catholic chapels because of the peas-
ants’ superstitious activities.13 Sometimes the folk tradition knows the chapel
or small wooden church to have been destroyed in the Nordic or Swedish War.
The toponym Ristimägi (‘Cross Hill’; 14 cases) refers probably to Medieval
stone crosses or to big Catholic cultic crosses mentioned repeatedly in the 17th
century as objects of idolatry. So, at Naha cemetery a big wooden cross was
still standing in the first half of the past century14. On the Ristimägi Hill of
Noodasküla also a big cross has stood under a pine-tree15. The name Meieristi
or Meierristi mägi (the Hill of Our Cross;16) at Karjatnurme may also refer to a
cult cross.

Some of the village cemeteries seem to have been connected directly with
cultic activities of evidently pre-Christian nature. There are data about holy or
votive trees concerning 31 burial grounds. In 8 cases pines, in 4 cases lime, in
3 cases juniper and spruce, in 2 cases birch and oak occur. As we see, mostly
coniferous trees are mentioned. The cult of the dead is connected with conifers
also in the Setu and Votian tradition.17 Although the initial meaning of the word
hiis (holy grove) is considered to have designated in Estonia both the deceased
and the burial ground,18 the toponym occurs at village cemeteries only in 12
cases. At the same time folk-tradition knows many hiis-places that are not bound
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with medieval village burial grounds or the Late Iron Age burial grounds. In
this way the folk tradition does not support the theory of the identity of hiis-
places and pagan cemeteries.

Data about offerings, in some cases of clearly pagan nature, concern 43
village cemeteries. At the Tabina burial ground there have grown 3 holy oaks
where offering to the god Taara is mentioned.19 At Ihte offerings were given to
the god Tooro or Toori.20 At the foot of the Linnamäe grave-field there stood a
sacred Uku-stone.21 The cult of the deity Uku has also been known in pre-
Christian Estonia.22 On the Linte Maarjamägi (‘Mary’s Hill’) butter, meat, por-
ridge, eggs and cheese were offered to the gods at midsummer night.23

In Mammaste, Alaküla, Vanaküla, Ihte, Mõniste, Villa, Kamali and Reintse
offerings are connected with the cult of Tõnn or Tõnis24 – a creature joining
probably both the features of St. Anthony and a pre-Christian deity. In Vanaküla,
Alaküla and Mammaste the offered items were taken to holy trees, in Villa to a
stone called Tõnn’s stone (Tõnnikivi), in Mõniste into a deep hole. On St.
Anthony’s Day (January 17) in Reintse bagpipe was blown, in Mõniste and
Ihte pig heads were offered. In the last mentioned case they were given to an
old woman who cooked them. Some of the food was given to the spirits, some
of it was eaten by the offerers themselves. At Mammaste the offerings were
accepted by Tõnis himself who waited for them with a small dog. It is charac-
teristic that no other saints, except the half-pagan Tõnis, are mentioned as re-
ceivers of offerings. Thus, the folk-tradition seems to reflect the pre-Christian
nature of the custom of offering. Offerings were probably made also to the
souls of the ancestors. Eating on the grave as part of the funeral ceremony and
also taking food to the grave on commemoration days are customs with very
deep roots. Sporadically they existed in Southern Estonia until the late 19th
century.25 The conservative Setu ethnic group has preserved some of these tra-
ditions up to nowadays. Offering is also reflected in the archaeological mate-
rial of the village cemeteries. In this way the pot-sherds found from Makita,
Roiu, Mäletjärve, Vooreküla, Ervu, Tilga and Mammaste cemeteries can be
interpreted. Fragments of animal bones have been found from Vaabina, Makita
and Vana-Kuuste grave-fields. Coins occurring near the earth surface at the
burial grounds of Makita, Tääksi, Koikküla and Kõrgepalu can also be treated
as offered items.26 Coin offering has been particularly widespread in Estonia
during the 16th and 17th centuries.

In folk tradition the village cemeteries are quite often connected with su-
pernatural phenomena. In 66 cases (8,4 %) vaimud (ghosts) have been met on
the deserted burial grounds – mostly in the darkness and in the shape of human
beings. At Pragi, Kerita and Lahmuse ghosts have wrestled with people who
happened to pass the old burial-places at night.27 At Ruudi, Uusna and Kärksi
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ghosts appeared in farm-houses built on the village graveyards.28 In the last-
mentioned case they troubled animals, let them loose from the bridle and threw
bunches of straw at people. The phenomena vanished after the place was con-
secrated. In Tagula the appearance of ghosts predicted the death of some vil-
lage inhabitant.29 In 31 cases (3,9 %) data about groaning of unburied bones
occur. The voices disappear when the bones are buried. Both traditions – that
of the ghosts and of the groaning bones – reflect the belief of an enduring
connection between the dead person and the remains of the body.

The village burial grounds were sometimes known as sacred areas where,
for example, the felling of trees was prohibited. Analogical tradition can also
be met among the Ingrian Finns and the Vepsians.30. Causing damage to old
burial grounds – particularly the first ploughing – has in some cases brought
along a supernatural punishment. At Mustajõe the lightning set fire to the new
rye field and the farm-house, and at Külitse the farmer’s threshing-house with
the new rye cut from the cemetery-place burned down.31 The man who ploughed
up the Kuressaare grave-field had to die already the same night.32 At Kaprali
the ploughman lost all his children. According to one version they died of a
throat disease, according to another they were throttled by the Pell-demon.33

After a house was built on the Polli grave-field and skulls were placed on stand-
ing sticks, it was the children again who had to die. Before that knocking was
heard at nights.34 At Uderna the skulls had been put under a small railway
bridge after gravel-taking in the 1930s. After about half a century an old woman
– the only local inhabitant from those times – was sure that she had remained
alive only because she had never walked over the skulls. All the others who
had not cared about the bones and walked across the bridge had died before
her.35 In some cases the results have not been so drastic. At Laguja strange grey
animals appeared when the place was being ploughed, and begged to stop the
work. Still, nobody cared about it.36 At Riisa a tremendous crowd of people
dressed in white had been seen working in the field after the first ploughing.37

Also taking anything away from the graveyard area is in some cases re-
venged. In Vanaküla picking up anything – even a bundle of straw dropped
down from the waggon – caused a serious disease.38 The malady retreated only
after returning the thing. When a stone cross was carried away from the
Võmmorski burial ground and walled into the manor cowhouse, the cattle be-
gan to die. The dying stopped only after taking the cross back.39 In some cases
the dead have appeared in a dream and demanded their things back. At Soeküla
and Anikatsi the bones and skulls of the dead have pursued the disturbers of
their peace.40 It is characteristic that the supernatural phenomena at old village
grave-fields seem to be connected with the deceased buried there, and not with
the Devil or evil forces. Only at Kaprali according to folk-tradition the corpses
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buried at plague-time had been eaten up by somebody. A farmer keeping vigil
over his wife’s grave had heard a voice saying that it was not the bear who ate
the bodies, but God’s rage.41 Songs or music were heard from old grave-yards
in Orava at Christmas, in Külitse at Easter, in Arula at the time of souls’ wan-
dering in autumn, in Kastre on New Year’s Eve and midsummer night, at Uue-
Kariste on Thursday evenings.42 In Uderna and Keisriküla fires of hidden treas-
ures were seen.43

Folk-tradition and beliefs concerning village cemeteries reflect the coexist-
ence of pre-Christian and Christian beliefs in the Estonian village mentality
during the medieval and post-medieval period – up to the 19th century. Ac-
cording to oral tradition in such double or syncretist religion the pre-Christian
features have played quite an important part.
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RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF THE ESTONIAN
MARTINMAS SONGS

Ülo Valk. Tartu, Estonia

On the 10th of November Martinmas was celebrated in Estonia and it was
based on the memorial day of Saint Martin. It is an important date in the Estonian
folk calendar that marks the beginning of winter and end of autumn works. Masked
minstrel-beggars (originally only boys and men) used to visit farmhouses in Esto-
nia, asking for alms and blessing people, animals and fields. The minstrel-beggars
made up a whole family that consisted of a father, a mother and children. Martinmas
is one of the holidays of the souls visiting time in autumn, during which the de-
parted ancestors were believed to visit their homes. It was often regarded as its end-
date. The minstrel-beggars songs constitute a whole cycle which is one of the long-
est and most numerous Estonian runo-songs. The report is based on the analysis of


